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The property of dominant integrability was introduced by C. F. Osgood 
and 0. Shisha [6]. One of the motivations in introducing this concept was 
the problem: under what conditions can quadrature formulas effective for 
Riemann integrable functions on [0, l] be used for the numerical 
evaluation of improper Riemann integrals Jh+ f(x) Il.lc? It turns out that, 
for a function f on (0, 11, its dominant integrability is a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for jA.+ ,f(x) L!Y to converge and to equal lim,,, ~ @X(.f) 
for every sequence (@t)X=, of quadrature formulas of a very general type. 
(For details see [6, 71.) 
One of the definitions of dominant integrability is the following ([6], 
second line of Corollary 2, Definition 4, and Theorem 3): Let ,f hr u 
complex .function on (0, 11. Dominant intrgrahilit~~ of ,f mwns Rirmunn 
integrcrhility off’ on each closed .suhintrrval of (0, 1 ] and the csistcwe of u 
real> nonnrgativr ,function g, monotone nonincreasing on (0, I], \1xith 
iA+ g(s) d.~s< xc, satisfJ!ing throughout (0, 11, I.f(.x)l <g(v). 
Dominant integrability turns out to be a very simple instance of 
generalized Riemann integrability, an elementary property equivalent to 
Perron and restricted Denjoy integrability but more general than Lebesgue 
integrability. For details see [ 1, 31. The simplicity and great power of the 
concept of generalized Riemann integrability should make it the standard 
concept of integrability. 
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Our main purpose here is to state and prove 
THEOREM I. Lrr f' hc II compl~s fimtion on (0, 1 ] und let 0 < ci < I, A 
nrwssurj~ und .r@cimt condition ,for ,f‘ to hc donlinunt!,~ intrgruhlc~ is thut it 
he Rimunn integrahk on ruch [u, 1 1, 0 < u < 1, und thut 
,r#ierc 11j f; S ', (5 ' ’ ) i,v the osc~illution of'f'otz [O'. ci' ' 1, r7unirlJ'. 
~~p(l,f'(t,)-f'(t,)l:b'~t,~t,,<6' 1) 
Proof: Neccssit~~: By the definition of dominant integrability in Set- 
tion 1, f' is Riemann integrable (and, hence, bounded) on each [u, I]. 
O<u< I. For every tE(0, 11, let 
.j’(ti=sup{/,f.(x)l: 16.x-G I) 
For j = 1. 2, . . . . if d’,<t, <tz<Si ‘. then 
I.f’(t,)-f’(t2)l d I.f’(f,)l + l.f’(tz)l <I22j’(iv) 
and, hence, 
w(f; S’, S’ ‘) < ?j’(&) 
Thus, for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(see [6], Definition 1, Corollary 2 and the first sentence of its proof), 
Hence the desired conclusion. 
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Sz@~ien~~: For n = 1, 2, and .Y E (0, 11, let 
otherwise 
For every .Y E (0, 11, say, 
set 
6”<x<P ‘) n 3 1 an integer, 
d-u)= l.f‘(l)l +g,,(+x)= l.f’(l)l + i gk(X) 
k=l 
so that g is monotone nonincreasing on (0, 11. Then 
i H’(,f; d’, 6’- ‘) is-’ = (1 - 6) i f ,v(j; ii’, 6’ ‘) dk ’ 
,=I ,-lk-, 
=(1-h) f i: W(f;6’,6’ ‘)P ’ 
A-l/-l 
If .YE(O, 11, say, (l), then 
II I 
lf(,Y)-.f(l)l= I.f(-r)-f‘(s” ‘I+ 1 .m-.fW’)/ 
k=l 
k=l 
(1) 
Hence f is dominantly integrable. 
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The concept of dominant integrability has been extended in [4] to 
complex functions on I= (0, l] x (0, 11. Using [4], one can imitate the 
proof of Theorem 1 and prove 
THEOREM 2. Let J‘ be u complex function on I and let 0 -C ii -C 1. A 
necessury und sujricient condition for f to he dominantly integruhle on I is 
that it he Riemunn integrable on euch [u, 1 ] x [/I, 11, 0 < a < 1, 0 -C b -C I. 
und that 
i w(J; [d’,S ‘]x[d”,P ‘])fi’+k<q 
,.A : I 
w,here the co@cient qf 6’ + k is the oscillation off on 
R,,h = [S’, 6’ ‘1 x [s”, cik ‘I, 
nun&‘, sup{ 1 ,f‘(P, ) -.f(P,)l : P,, P, E R,,, i. 
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